Approach to reach consensus in Phase 1

Tasks 12a-g
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Final Report Phase 1

Deliberation on Requirements for
UP Users/Purposes
GA Gated Access
DA Data Accuracy
DE Data Elements
PR Privacy
FQ Foundational Question
CX Coexistence
CM Compliance
SM System Model
CS Cost
BE Benefits
RI Risks

“Is a new Next-Gen RDS needed or can the existing WHOIS system be modified to satisfy these requirements?”

Task #s are taken from Work Plan @ https://community.icann.org/x/olxlAw
Task 12 Detailed View (revised 21 April)

First Pass (iterative): Key Concepts for each Fundamental Question

12.a Min Public Data Set
12.b Min Public Data Set
12.c "Other" Data
12.d Access to "Other" Data
12.e Min Public Data Set
12.f "Other" Data

Second Pass (iterative): Solidify and frame Key Concepts as Requirements for each of these Fundamental Questions

[ UP ] [ DE ] [ PR ] [ GA ] [ DA ]

12.g Rough Informal Consensus

12.h "Is a new Next-Gen RDS needed or can the existing WHOIS system be modified to satisfy these requirements?"

FQ

13.a Start Preparation of First Initial Report

Task #s are taken from Work Plan @ https://community.icann.org/x/o1xlAw
Task 12 Detailed View (with target dates)

First Pass (iterative): Key Concepts for each Fundamental Question

- **UP**
  - 12.a Min Public Data Set
  - 12.b Access to Min Public Data Set

- **DE**
  - 12.c “Other” Data
  - 12.d Access to “Other” Data

- **PR**
  - 12.e Min Public Data Set
  - 12.f “Other” Data

- **GA**
  - 12.g Defer
  - ICANN59

- **DA**
  - 12.h Defer

Second Pass (iterative): Solidify and frame Key Concepts as Requirements for each of these Fundamental Questions

- **UP**
- **DE**
- **PR**
- **GA**
- **DA**

Start Preparation of First Initial Report

- **FQ**
  - “Is a new Next-Gen RDS needed or can the existing WHOIS system be modified to satisfy these requirements?”
  - Sep-Oct 2017

- **FQ**
  - Rough Informal Consensus

- **UP**
- **DE**
- **PR**
- **GA**
- **DA**

Task #s are taken from Work Plan @ https://community.icann.org/x/olxlAw